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Wikiality, Wikimania, WikiGnomes, WikiTrolls, Wikibots, Wiki-

pediaholism… all these neologisms have been coined in recent years to
talk about Wikipedia, the online, open-source encyclopedia.1 Comedy
Central’s Steven Colbert, in a recent interview with Wikipedia’s founder
Jimmy Wales, quipped, “Wikipedia is the first place I go for knowledge,
or when I want to create it.”2 As professors, we have all encountered this
resource, either in student footnotes or as the first hit in our own “googling.”
While the knee-jerk reaction among many educators is to discourage
sharply student use of Wikipedia, the goal of the project described in this
article was to craft a pedagogical approach that incorporated student-contribution to Wikipedia in order to teach History methods students how to
be historians. In this project, History 400W students contributed to or
created new Wikipedia entries on witchcraft and magic accusations from
the Greco-Roman period through Colonial America.3 Student learning
goals included researching and writing about a specific historical topic,
recognizing the relative value of various resources for historical research
(including Wikipedia), contributing to high-stakes historical discourse,
understanding and constructing historiography, and sharing the process
of that discourse with peers. My rubric-based assessment and student
survey responses demonstrated that supervised student participation on
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Wikipedia fulfills these goals, while preparing life-long learners equipped
with skills valuable to the historical profession and beyond.
This article reviews the relationship of academia with Wikipedia and
how it led to the aforementioned assignment, describes the assignment the
students completed, explains the methods and rationale for my assessment
approach (both rubric-based and student survey-based), and discusses the
problems I anticipated as well as those that the students and I actually
encountered. This article concludes by evaluating how this assignment
helped students become better historians and provided them with twentyfirst-century learning skills such as digital-age literacy, inventive thinking,
effective communication, and high productivity.4
Background on Wikipedia and Professional Academia
A review of some of the recent thinking among academics on the topic
of Wikipedia lays the groundwork for the challenges to this pedagogical
innovation as well as its real potential for success in teaching students what
it means to be historians. There has been much discussion among scholars
about Wikipedia’s contribution to “democratizing knowledge” versus its
challenge to the “hierarch[ies] of knowledge” usually controlled by those
with PhDs.5 Indeed, it is no wonder that academics would be so touchy
about Wikipedia, despite its origins as Nupedia, an on-line encyclopedia
to be written and peer-reviewed by academics. Nupedia’s founders,
Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger, were discouraged by the glacial pace of
the academic contributors and so employed wiki technology to open the
posting and peer-reviewing process to anyone.6
This open-source encyclopedia and its new presence in the “read-only
culture” of academia have certainly created a buzz.7 In 2006, no fewer
than fifteen articles addressing Wikipedia appeared in the Chronicle of
Higher Education. Covering everything from the degree of accuracy of
the entries—including discussion of fall-out after the much-heralded Nature study comparing errors in Wikipedia against those in Encyclopedia
Britannica8—to debates over the creation of a Wikiversity, theorized as
“an electronic institution of learning that would be just as open.”9 Several
articles posted to the on-line Society of Biblical Literature Forum (January 2007) debated the range of positives and negatives of Wikipedia use
among students and academics alike, especially those in the discipline
of Religious Studies. Arguing the negative side, Janet M. Giddings is
highly dubious of student use of Wikipedia, doubting students’ ability
to recognize errors on the site, especially when students are themselves
still in the process of “learning discernment and mastering critical analysis.”10 On the more positive side, Holger Szesnat notes the standard litany
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of concerns with Wikipedia—presentism, the widely varied quality of
articles and their references, the tendency towards “listmania,” and the
shortfalls of relying on community control as a check against bias and
misinformation—but nevertheless promotes developing creative ways
to incorporate it into responsible pedagogy.11 Along similarly optimistic
lines, Lawrence J. Mykytiuk posits that “for academic research, Wikipedia
is an unreliable source but a frequently useful heuristic tool,” which can
set students and scholars alike onto potential research leads, even if the
data is doubtful.12 Taylor David Halverson, while humorously noting the
ability to track textual variants on Wikipedia in much the same way as is
done with Biblical scholarship, commends the potential for wiki-use to
promote student thinking and reading skills.13 Halverson, like Szesnat, offhandedly suggests that professors should encourage students to improve
Wikipedia entries. The student project described in this article goes well
beyond that suggestion and addresses many of these stated concerns.
But what about Wikipedia’s specific relevance to historians? Roy
Rosenzweig’s article, “Can History Be Open Source? Wikipedia and the
Future of the Past,” discusses some of the fundamental distinctions and
similarities between Wikipedia and the scholarship of History. Rosenzweig contrasts professional historians’ tendency toward single authorship,
“possessive individualism,” the valuing of original research, and the need
for subjective interpretation of evidence against Wikipedia’s aversion to
“experts” and its corporately authored entries, which eschew original research and are required by the site to have a neutral point of view (NPOV).
The problems with Wikipedia, according to Rosenzweig, are not necessarily grounded in its wikiality, but rather in the problems any encyclopedia
faces: it “summarizes and reports the conventional and accepted wisdom
on a topic but does not break new ground.”14 Rosenzweig’s findings are
based in part on his own comparison of twenty-five Wikipedia biographies
against their counterparts in Encarta and the American National Biography
Online. He found factual errors—minor errors, at that—in only four of
the Wikipedia entries. The primary problem with the entries was their
coverage, shaped by “geek priorities” which result from a select group of
users submitting the most contributions to the site,15 and the entries’ lack
of what “good historical writing requires… a command of the scholarly
literature, persuasive analysis and interpretations, and clear and engaging
prose.”16 One of the advantages of Wikipedia entries, Rosenzweig notes, is
the accompanying “discussion page” feature in which contributors justify
their additions and modifications. Rosenzweig rightly posits that what
transpires on those pages “can only be called historiographic debate.”17
From Rosenzweig’s perspective, the prognosis is good for historians’
thoughtful use of, and contribution to, Wikipedia.
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Apart from Rosenzweig’s specifically historical study, Cass Sunstein’s
book, Infotopia: How Many Minds Produce Knowledge, studies how
deliberation affects groups, shedding some light on the concerns and the
promise of using Wikipedia with History students. While the hope is that
group deliberation allows the skill and knowledge of the best contributors
to be incorporated in decisions, Sunstein outlines the problems that hinder
this ideal: namely, that deliberating groups do not always take advantage
of what individuals know; they might amplify the errors of their members;
they are subject to cascade effects; and they tend to polarize to extremes.18
Wikis like Wikipedia work, however, perhaps because their anonymity
can encourage low-status individuals to share what they know or perhaps
because of the large pool of potential contributors. What makes Wikipedia
successful as a deliberative space, according to Sunstein, is that “those
who know the truth, or something close to it, are usually more numerous
and more committed than those who know a falsehood.”19 The activity
of contributors supplies a check against error, cascade, and polarization.
Again with Sunstein, as with Rosenzweig, the admission is that as long
as the problems with deliberating groups are addressed, Wikipedia can
be a useful tool.
So how can we take these problems and turn them into a significant
teaching moment for History students and, in my case, students specifically
investigating historical witchcraft accusations in a History methods class?
To do so, we must embrace the historiographical potential of Wikipedia
and face the obstacles identified by Rosenzweig’s comments about the
“summary nature” of the articles, the influence of “geek priorities,” and
the need for more synthesized research. Additionally, we must address
Sunstein’s concerns about both the errors and the promise of deliberative
groups.
Witchcraft-related topics are particularly susceptible to non-historical,
biased, and even faith-based treatments on Wikipedia. The NPOV and
encyclopedic form of Wikipedia is precisely what these entries need.
Wikipedia’s population of primarily male techno-geeks is apt to neglect
witchcraft-related topics that are not of the massively-popular multi-player
role-playing games, Dungeons and Dragons, and Lord of the Rings variety.
Hence, witchcraft-related entries are a vast open field for contribution
by serious students of History. As far as “synthesized research and writing” is concerned, these largely neglected entries allow students to start
from scratch and offer a synthetic treatment. The “discussion” feature
of Wikipedia then gives students a place to share their thinking about the
construction of the entry and to defend any edits. In other words, it is a
place to engage in ongoing historiographical discourse on specific topics
with a high-stakes audience much larger than their in-class peer group.
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To understand how this works, take for instance Wikipedia’s short entry
(known as a “wikistub”) for “curse tablet” (Figure 1). While there is a basic
description with minimal references and external links, there is significant
room for improvement of the entry itself and the related historiographical justification under the “discussion” tab (Figure 2). With respect to
the entry, there is little to no representation of existing scholarly debate
about the curse tablets and very limited references. Since the scholarship
on this topic is extensive, a student has substantial room for synthesizing
the existing scholarship, discovering trends, and attempting to explain
them. The entry is unbalanced in its coverage, since curse tablets are
found throughout the Greco-Roman Mediterranean basin, and not just in
Britain and Athens. The entry could also take advantage of its electronic
format with examples of curse tablets within the entry (including text and
images) and external links to the range of museum web-pages with on-line
exhibitions of these materials.
Just how reliable can such an entry be once multiple contributors begin
to shape it? Sunstein points out that “a deliberating group will converge on
the truth… if the truth has some initial support within the group and when
the task has a demonstrably correct answer according to a framework that
group members share.”20 Students whose in-class research has focused on
the historical treatment of their topic will provide that initial support for
“truth” or at least historical accuracy to the extent that it can be determined.
On Sunstein’s second point, there may not be a “demonstrably correct
answer” for high-end academic topics and/or controversial ones, such as
witchcraft in history, where the number of people who know “truth,” or at
least the academic consensus, is limited. But again, the discussion page
of Wikipedia offers an opportunity for students to demonstrate through
historiographic discussion that they have sifted through the relevant scholarship in order to offer the closest “truth” possible.
The Assignment
As mentioned at the start of this article, the desired learning outcomes
of this assignment were researching and writing about a specific historical topic, recognizing the relative value of various resources for research
(including Wikipedia), contributing to high-stakes historical discourse,
getting a real sense of what historiography is and participating in its
construction, and sharing the process of that discourse with peers. This
assignment replaced a previous assignment in which the students shared
PowerPoint presentations with the class about their ongoing research for
their final historiography papers on a particular subset of witchcraft-related scholarship.21 The main problem with the existing assignment was
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Figure 1: August 2006 screenshot of the Wikipedia entry on “curse tablet.” Because of the
dynamic nature of Wikipedia, this entry has changed dramatically since this screenshot was
originally taken.

Figure 2: August 2006 screenshot of the related “discussion” page for the curse tablet entry.
Note the lack of historiographical discussion and justification.
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that the end product did not match the desired student learning outcome,
namely student participation in high-stakes historical discourse using the
skills in research, reading, writing, and historiographical analysis learned
in History 400W.22 In-class PowerPoint presentations before the professor
and peers were not high-stakes enough for students to get a real sense of
what it is to be a professional historian.
The steps of the Wikipedia assignment were relatively simple: target a
problematic entry, undertake research in scholarly articles and book-length
treatments, determine points of scholarly conflict and consensus, write a
NPOV treatment reflecting the arguments and citing their proponents, include references and perhaps even a snippet from a related primary source
and/or an image, if possible, and provide internal links to related Wikipedia
entries and external links to reliable treatments on the web.
The assignment was scaffolded into the class from about mid-way
through the semester. During weeks seven through ten (of a fifteen-week
semester), while in-class readings and discussion were focused on the
general historiography of witchcraft accusation in the Greco-Roman,
Medieval, Early Modern, and Colonial American periods, the students
were encouraged to look for problematic entries and gaps on Wikipedia.
During week eleven, when the class readings and discussions focused on
varied types of history writing (from encyclopedic, to article-length, to
monograph), students were encouraged to create their own account on
Wikipedia. In order for me to track their contributions to the site, they
were asked to create recognizable usernames. Students were instructed to
review the “Getting Started” information on Wikipedia, which includes the
policies and guidelines, the “Five Pillars of Wikipedia,” the list of editing
guidelines, and the general “help” section.23 Students then composed at
least one significant Wikipedia contribution reflecting both the depth of
their research and the conflicting historical opinion on the topic. Apart
from posting their formal contributions to Wikipedia, students were urged
to participate actively in the “discussion” feature related to their contribution in order to explain and justify to other Wikipedians the rationale
behind what was included and how it was organized—in other words,
to participate in historiography. In week fourteen, students shared their
Wikipedia entries with the class, by means of a PowerPoint presentation,
that illustrated their contributions to Wikipedia (for both the entry and the
associated “discussion”) and how those related to their ongoing historiography paper, which was the capstone assignment of the class.
While the students’ role in this process was clear, I should emphasize that
my role in this assignment was primarily that of a facilitator. I taught the
necessary background historical content and method, including historical
research and historiography. I surfed and experimented with Wikipedia
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along with the students. Students met with me individually during week
twelve to discuss their Wikipedia entries and their ongoing historiographical research. Additionally, when needed, I helped the students troubleshoot
Wikipedia on content- and tech-related matters.
Assessment Approach and Findings
From the design stages of this assignment, I wanted to gauge its effectiveness in a systematic, if necessarily subjective, fashion. Rather than
offering opinions and impressionistic generalizations from my perspective
of whether or not the assignment worked, I wanted real data. To guide me
in this assessment process, I adopted Joni Spurlin’s model for assessing
the effectiveness of a technological innovation in pedagogy. Spurlin’s
model emphasizes “a focus on student learning; the collection, analysis,
and interpretation of information; and application [of that information] for
the purpose of improvement.”24
Consequently, my assessment approach for this assignment was twofold, based on 1) my rubric-based assessment of work that students posted
to Wikipedia and of their presentation of the ongoing process to the class
and 2) student survey-based feedback gained from a questionnaire about
their completion of the project. The rationale for the rubric-based assessment of student work was that it would give me an opportunity to evaluate
how well students were engaging with the basic historical concept that
the assignment sought to address (historiography). The rationale for the
student survey was that it allowed me to explore the students’ experience
of the innovation.
Since students were required to report their usernames to me, I was
able to track their involvement on the site. The “History” tab associated
with each entry on Wikipedia allows a user to compare multiple versions
of the entry, enabling me to examine an entry before and after a student’s
contribution, as well as at various stages during the editing process—including the instances when students interacted with those who adjusted
their entries (Figure 3). The rubric evaluating the student work as trackable by this “History” feature addressed the following items: significance
of the original targeted gap or problematic coverage, the quality of the
contribution in terms of content, the quality of participation in Wikipedia
discussion, adherence to encyclopedic form and stylistic conventions
(spelling, punctuation, and grammar, etc.) in their Wikipedia entry, clarity of ideas in classroom oral presentation, the relationship of the entry
to the student’s ongoing historiography project, and the thoroughness of
research as evidenced by a working bibliography and references posted to
the Wikipedia entry. The student survey-based evaluation asked questions
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Figure 3: December 2006 screenshot of “witch-hunt” entry showing version before and
after a student’s edit. The pre-existing entry is on the left and the first part of the student’s
revision is on the right.
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such as: what did you like best about the assignment; what did you dislike;
what was your biggest challenge; what was the most exciting aspect; what
did you learn; how does this use of technology in teaching compare with
your previous experience in other courses; how did you feel about the
“stakes” of the assignment; how do you now feel about Wikipedia; and
what improvements would you suggest for the assignment and process?
I had anticipated some logistical problems with this assignment, including vandalism of student entries by mischievous users (often referred to
as “WikiTrolls”) and the students’ lack of familiarity with on-line media.
As far as vandalism is concerned, Wikipedia is not quite the free-for-all
that many fear, given its complex system of administrators (admins, bureaucrats, and checkusers), its “3R” rule (limiting individuals to perform
no more than three reverts within in a 24-hour period), its arbitration and
mediation committees, and its automated Wikibots that scan the site for
“obvious vandalism… obscenities and evidence of mass deletions.”25
A Communications professor’s experiment as a WikiTroll, in which he
inserted thirteen errors into articles on Wikipedia, has illustrated just how
effective this system is. All of his intentional errors were removed in less
than three hours.26 With these checks in mind, then, it should be little
surprise that no student work was irreparably vandalized, although there
was the occasional WikiTroll whose damage was quickly repaired by other
Wikipedians and by Wikibots.
Although vandalism was not a problem, students did elicit some healthy
wiki-debate on their topics which only added to the pedagogical benefits
of, and student investment in, the assignment. One example should suffice
to illustrate this. The student who decided to contribute to the massive
“witch hunt” entry was indignant when, within a day of his own posting,
another Wikipedian added what the student thought, based on his own
research, was a dubious theory explaining the witch hunts in early modern
Germany. What the student soon realized—with a little encouragement
from me—was that this was an opportunity to engage in historiographical
debate using the discussion feature. He revised the new entry, including
research that pointed to the debatable nature of the questionable theory.
It was essentially his first experience responding to open peer-review, as
opposed to the overly-congratulatory feedback students who know one
another tend to offer. He realized that others were reading his work and
that it had to stand up to challenge. His experience was not unique among
the students completing the assignment.
Interestingly, student start-up effort with the technology of Wikipedia
was much higher than I had anticipated. I had assumed—wrongly—that
the MySpace/YouTube generation would have no trouble picking up the
basics of posting to Wikipedia. On the free-response survey, some students
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offered suggestions asking for more “in-class demonstration as to how you
go about making all of the changes” and “just a little more explanation
of how to and what to do.” When asked what the students disliked about
the assignment, one student responded, “the extra time it took to figure
out how to add footnotes.” We, as evidence-based historians, should be
pleased with this particular frustration! Students’ trouble with the basic
ins-and-outs of posting to the site, however, only illustrates what Diana
G. Oblinger and Brian L. Hawkins have noted, namely that there is a distinction between student confidence in their use of technology and their
competence in information literacy: “Having no fear is not the same as
having knowledge or skill.”27
It was clear from the student survey responses that the perceived stakes
of the discourse on Wikipedia were definitely higher than that of traditional
peer review. Students described feeling that the project was “intimidating”
and that they “disliked the idea that [they] might have to erase or change
another person’s Wiki offering. Scary.” Students mentioned not wanting
to choose “something that would be attacked right away” and they expressed concern about “not upsetting others who had written on the same
topic.” They recognized that what they were doing was a “public piece
of information” and experienced the thrill that comes with that exposure.
One wrote that the Wikipedia contribution “made [him/her] feel like my
work paid off to someone more than just my professor.” Another student
perhaps summed up the stakes of the historical profession best, writing,
“it is exciting to see if your addition survives.”
In my rubric-based observations of student work, I noted that students
who targeted a significant gap pertinent to their own historiography projects
did a much better job with their Wikipedia contribution than students who
had a hard time settling in on a topic. Student survey-based feedback similarly suggested that some students had trouble identifying a gap to which
they might contribute. Students nonetheless achieved posting on topics
such as the Peruvian Inquisition, the Heresy of the Free Spirit, familiars,
Kaballah, curse tablets, witch trial, Tituba, and witch hunt. Although there
were a few exceptions, students who built up an entry from a wikistub
tended to do a better job than those who attempted to carve out a portion
of a longer, previously-existing entry.
Research quality on all projects tended to be high. In fact, in the freeresponse survey, students noted the research skills they gained as one of
the most significant benefits. Representative of the student response when
asked what was learned from the assignment, one student wrote, “[a]side
from learning how to navigate and add information to Wiki, this assignment reinforced in me the importance of thorough research. I definitely
did not want to put info on Wiki that I was not sure about.” Students did
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appear to learn about different types of historical writing. One commented
that his/her biggest challenge was “what to include and exclude, because
this is an encyclopedia, not a micro history.” Additionally, students appeared to appreciate more the importance of voice in historical writing
when challenged by the NPOV doctrine of Wikipedia to excise it from
their own work.
Some students who performed at the “average” level on customary
assignments such as book reviews and the traditional research paper,
excelled beyond all expectation with the Wikipedia assignment. This
is to be expected, given studies on different learning styles and multiple
intelligences. A student who does well with active experimentation and
concrete experience will thrive with such an assignment.28 Conversely, a
few students who had mastered traditional history assignments had a very
hard time with the free-form, self-directed nature of this assignment.
When I next use this assignment, I will incorporate the following changes: 1) the creation of some sort of Wikipedia tutorial, perhaps performed
in-class by me or a campus Instruction Technology Services expert, or a
downloadable video on-line to save class-time; 2) more in-class, handson experimentation with the Wikipedia process; 3) clearer integration
through teaching and instructor-modeling of how this assignment relates
to historians’ historiographical processes; and 4) more guidance to students in targeting problematic entries. I have also considered inviting, or
encouraging the students to invite, published experts on their topic to visit
their entry. The stakes at that point would be quite high indeed; in fact,
quite similar to the discourse of professional historians.
Results—Twenty-First-Century Learners?
Whereas past student discourse in the class was relatively low-stakes—
limited to the professor and in-class peers—contributing to Wikipedia
raised the stakes and put students in the midst of a world-wide community
including users of, and contributors to, this heavily-trafficked on-line reference source. An assignment like this one definitely pushes beyond what
educators are usually talking about when they discuss computer-assisted
instruction, namely the use of PowerPoint, learning management systems
like BlackBoard, and now iPods.29 This Wikipedia project employs a
technological innovation in an integrated way to make students into better
historians. The technology is not an “add-on,” but rather a fundamental
means to address the skills I have always tried to teach in a History methods
class: research, writing, and historiographical thinking.
The North Central Regional Technology in Education Consortium
(NCRTEC) has developed a rubric for what it calls the skills of twenty-
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first-century learners.30 These skills include digital-age literacy, inventive
thinking, effective communication, and high productivity. This Wikipedia
project fundamentally addresses the majority of components within these
skills. With respect to digital-age literacy, the project develops what
NCRTEC describes as technological, visual, and information literacy. In
other words, this Wikipedia project teaches students to recognize wiki
technology and use it effectively to achieve a history-related goal. It
teaches them to use visual media to the extent that they add images to the
Wikipedia entry. And finally, it also teaches them to synthesize data effectively by means of technology. In terms of inventive thinking, the project
touches on all the elements outlined by NCRTEC: adaptability/managing
complexity, self-direction, curiosity, creativity, risk-taking, higher-order
thinking, and sound reasoning. When it comes to what NCRTEC describes
as effective communication, the Wikipedia assignment encourages students to collaborate with the wider Wikiworld, to develop interpersonal
skills as they communicate interactively with others to create an entry,
and to take responsibility for the impact of the entry they create. Finally,
students completing this task achieve what NCRTEC describes as high
productivity. The students learn “prioritizing, planning, and managing
for results” in that they must manage a great deal of research in order to
create a final product. They learn the “ability to produce relevant, highquality products” in their production of a valuable on-line reference tool.
Finally, students learn “effective use of real-world tools,” since wikis are
becoming a regular feature of the corporate world.31
While witchcraft-related topics worked particularly well in my course,
any historical topic could provide fertile ground for students to engage in
this kind of high-stakes discourse. The results are definitely worth the minimal additional effort on the part of the instructor. The proof is in student
response to this project. All students surveyed in my course commented
on the benefits of the assignment and encouraged me to continue to use it
in other courses. From the student survey, it became clear that the most
significant benefit of the innovation was the sense of personal achievement
and on-going engagement in the learning process. One student stated, “I
felt like I had contributed to the scholarship of history,” while another
wrote that it was the most “personally rewarding” assignment they had
ever completed in school. Students loved the “new-ness” of the innovation, one writing “who has ever done that before in a class?” From the
perspective of creating life-long learners, the most significant outcome was
the ongoing engagement with the process, with many students noting they
will continue to update and check on their entry and even add new entries as
they learn more about other topics in other classes. Overall, I was pleased
that my rubric-based assessment and their student survey-based response
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indicated that students really got something out of this assignment and
that not only were the desired student learning goals met, but also that
there were unexpected benefits—most especially, the students’ pride in
their own contribution and their desire for continuing engagement with
the learning process beyond the classroom and semester.
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